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Although some find it hard to believe, 
before smartphones and tablets people 
could entertain themselves just as well 
as today. Friendliners – an innovative 
mobile application from Sobaka 
Developments AB – reaches back to 
this forgotten age of party activities 
and casual entertainment, resurrecting 
a classic collaborative writing game 
as a free app. PGS Software helped in 
creating it, at the same time improving 
core experience in order to play to the 
strengths of modern mobile devices.
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1. CHALLENGE 
The main task of the project was to reimagine a traditional game on modern mobile devices: 

 C We wanted to launch for both major platforms at the same time, so the development 
process had to be parallel.

 C We had to keep a coherent UI design between different mobile operating systems and 
device form factors. Our interface had to be very customized and couldn’t rely on native 
controls.

 C This led to some interesting problems, for example: how to align the text output with lines 
on a background image on Android devices.

 C We had to design and develop a smart notification system, to keep the story flowing at a 
good pace.

 C Finding a profitable and acceptable monetization approach proved to be a new and 
interesting challenge for our mobile team. 

 C We put a lot of work into every little detail of the application. For example: our designer 
spent much time crafting the optimal and most “selling” app icon.

 C Some time after launch we have decided to move backend from Amazon Web Services to 
a dedicated hosting solution, in order to reduce the cost and increase profitability.
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2. PROCESS  

Technologies
iOS, Android, Java, Objective 
C, .NET, C sharp, Facebook API, 
RESTful service, JSON

Resources
1 Android developer, 1 
iOS developer, 1 tester, 
1 designer, 1 backend 
developer

Duration Started on July 2012, 
released in March 2013

Manhours
2000 (iOS, Android, backend, 
testing) + 600 (1.5 update 
with new features)

Extra details Push notifications, in-app 
purchases, social integration

 C Testing: one tester was constantly available, offering a wide range of tests on both 
platforms. Once the release date drew near, we also launched an internal beta across the 
entire company. Soon we had lots of feedback and impressions from people with excellent 
insight. Working with over 200 technology fans certainly helps!  

 C Planning stage: the creator of 
Friendliners approached us in 
early 2012 with a general concept 
of the game. Making true to our 
claims of flexibility, we’ve agreed 
for an unusual cooperation model, 
where PGS Software was an equal 
stakeholder in the project. The 
point of the application was to write 
a part of the story and then have 
someone else add to it without 
knowing the previous section. This 
resulted in a creative and funny 
experience. However making that 
format work on a modern mobile 
device and monetizing it properly 
required many additional planning 
sessions. 

C Release and reception: the application was released in 
March 2013 on App Store and Google Play. Both submission 
went through without a hitch, thanks to careful preparation 
and fully compliant design. Although Friendliners is still 
to capture wider attention, it has received some good 
reviews, including 4/5 stars on The iPhone App Review. It 
also achieved an average rating of 4.9/5 on Google Play. 
This motivated us to create a Windows Phone version too, 
although it’s not yet launched. 

 C Development: the development of both versions started in parallel, with a single 
developer on iOS side and another working with Android. A separate experienced PGS 
Software engineer prepared the .NET back-end. At the same time, one of our best graphic 
designers worked on layouts, beautiful application icon, homepage and many other 
additional materials. 

 C In-app purchases and social features: the game made heavy use of social integration, 
posting progress on Facebook and sending notifications to users. Because it was free, we 
have designed and implemented a system of in-app purchases that required users to 
purchase additional coupons if they wished to keep adding new stories after some time.  
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Memorable moment:
the testing session we had 
together on the bus when 
heading to the PGS Software 
weekend out. A lot of new 
people gave the app a shot, 
we created some ridiculously 
good stories and ended up 
laughing all the way.

User benefits:

Classic party game reimagined for your mobile device

Collaborative fun for groups of friends

Original and intuitive interface

A powerful creativity booster

Social network integrations

Several story settings

Smart notifications to keep the game flowing

3. RESULT  

Summary 
Friendliners was one of the first 
mobile games we have prepared 
at PGS Software. Straight from 
the beginning, the bar has been 
set high, as we had to 
develop for multiple 
platforms, while solving 
several conceptual 
problems. The resulting 
application was beautiful 
to look at, easy to use 
and it was working on 
all popular devices. 
It proved our teams 
were ready to enter the 
entertainment market 
and led to some other 
exciting projects.

 C About PGS Software: We are a Polish IT outsourcing company specialized in software development and 
employing over 230 experienced engineers. Our job is to convert your ideas into real-life custom business 
solutions unavailable with the off-the-shelf boxed products.

 C About the product: Friendliners is a classic writing game brought into the 21st century. Invite your Facebook 
friends and play together, using your mobile device.
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